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Software 
Engineering 
Areas of Support
 Agile Development

 SOA

 Java/JEE 

 .NET/ASP.NET (C#)

 SharePoint

 Adobe Flex

 X.509

 Oracle

About Prysm

Prysm Technology is a minority-owned professional IT solutions and services 
company based in Fairfax, VA. Prysm focuses on delivering best-in-class 
program management consulting, system engineering and integration, and 
software development solutions. We at Prysm Technology are dedicated to 
helping our clients meet their needs, while at the same time, reducing their 
operating costs and adding to their bottom line. We separate ourselves from 
the pack by focusing on giving you the personal attention you deserve, and 
employing talented and dedicated people.

 All employees have TS/SCI with Full-scope polygraph security 
clearances

 All employees have 5+ years of experience working at a federal 
government agency within the Intelligence Community across all 
directorates

Software Engineering Solutions

The Software Engineering and Development 
Solutions division offers a broad range of software 
solutions.  Our engineers bring a solid track record in 
the areas of JEE/.NET development, database 
engineering, and SharePoint 2008 development, 
deployment, administration, and integration.  With 
expertise in all aspects of the software development 

lifecycle on all tiers of a software project, our engineers are equipped with the 
skills necessary to design, develop, and maintain any system.  

Since our focus lies squarely on the federal government sector, we recognize 
the enormous need to secure our customers’ most critical information. We 
are current with the latest PKI and other security solutions.  

When designing systems, we take pride in our ability to expand our focus 
beyond the project level and design enterprise-aware solutions, mindful of the 
fact that in the new world of integration, a system must have the capability to 
easily interface with any other system.  Through a Service-Oriented 
Architecture (SOA) approach, we achieve that goal.    



PM Areas of 
Support
 PMP and ITIL certified

 PMF customization 
and training

 Scheduling

 Strategic Planning

 Portfolio Management

 Risk Management

 Financial Management

 Process Definition & 
Improvement

 Scrum

Systems 
Integration 
Areas of Support
 Requirements 

Engineering

 System Analysis

 Systems Integration

 Systems Design

 Quality Assurance

 Testing

 Financial Management

Program/Project Management

Leading people and projects is both a technical and people management task 
and can be extremely difficult to accomplish without the right tools and 
expertise. Prysm offers services that meet the traditional Project management 
paradigm but also offers new and innovative methods to scheduling, planning, 
and tracking projects. 

The Project Management Consulting team will be responsible for providing 
customers leadership using industry best practices. Our project managers 
have extensive training in the Federal Government environment.  They 
understand the processes and required governance needed to help 
government staff manage their project while still providing rapid mission 
support.  Prysm offers Project Management customization and staff training to 
achieve this goal.

Let our Project Management Professionals & ITIL Certified staff get your 
projects on track.

Systems Engineering and Integration

Our talented system engineers offers expertise in Systems Engineering and 
Integration that will ensure a successful solution to your complex system 
needs. Prysm Technology's services include determination of system 
requirements, prototyping, design, development and integration of new 
systems, and following, support of fully operational systems. Our engineers
help our clients in all phases of a system's lifecycle. 

Perhaps the most important challenge faced by an enterprise today is 
integration with other systems.  A system no longer stands alone, especially 
in the federal government space.  Our engineers and integrators recognize 
this challenge and have extensive experience bringing disparate systems 
together.  As COTS (Commercial Off The Shelf) products play an increasing 
role in enterprise solutions, this integration expertise proves even more 
crucial to project success.  

Contact Us
Prysm Technology, Inc,

4094 Majestic Lane Suite 246 Fairfax, VA 22033
703-727-0212

http://www.prysmtech.net
info@prysmtech.net

Reflecting the Best in I.T.


